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Company Description

Devoteam is a leading consulting firm focused on digital strategy, tech platforms and

cybersecurity. By combining creativity, tech and data insights, we empower our customers to

transform their business and unlock the future.

With 25 years’ experience and 10,000 employees across Europe, the Middle East and Africa,

Devoteam promotes responsible tech for people and works to create better change.

Join our global community of exceptional talents at Devoteam, where you’ll collaborate with

multidisciplinary teams of data specialists, business consultants, solution architects, security

experts, cloud engineers, developers, and more across over 20 countries in the EMEA region.

As a member of our team, you’ll have the opportunity to work with the world’s leading

partners, including AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft, and ServiceNow, driving innovation and

advancing your career.

Job Description

What are we looking for?

We are looking for candidates who will embrace our Cyber Security strategy in the design,

implementation and operations of Cloud Security with a focus on Azure. As an Azure

Security Engineer, you should be hands-on in all aspects of Azure security including

implementing security controls and threat protection, managing identity and access

management, implementing security policies, using Azure technologies.

You will serve as part of a larger team dedicated with the vision to provide a flexible and

reliable cloud platform, maximizing the ability to realize its benefits while reducing risks. In
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this role you will work closely together with products owners and cloud architects to help build

a secure and robust enterprise-grade cloud platform.

At Devoteam, we believe cyber is about creating a more secure future for our customers.

Our Cyber Security consultants leverage technologies of trusted partners to help clients

control which employees, partners, suppliers, customers, and citizens have access to sensitive

organizational applications and data. We also focus on the integrations of cutting-edge

technologies in the cyber security space. Our team is dedicated to enhancing the

security programs of our clients so they can mitigate risk, reduce intrusion, and secure

information. If you're seeking a career in cyber security then this opportunity might be right

for you.

What will your day look like?

Your responsibilities will include implementing security services in cloud-based programs

based on pre-defined architectures, managing the security posture, identifying and

remediating vulnerabilities, performing threat modelling, implementing threat protection, and

responding to security incident escalations.

Your day to day tasks will be:

Implement, maintain and improve the security posture of the Azure platform, identifying,

and remediating vulnerabilities by using a variety of security tools.

Implement and configure security controls and policies, manage access to data, and

monitor threats to ensure that data, apps, containers, infrastructure, and networks are

protected.

Configure access within a cloud solution environment using the defense-in-depth principle

Configure network security including in a hybrid context with traditional network centric

controls

Implement and use cloud native tools like Log Analytics, Azure Monitor, Azure Security

Center and Azure Sentinel

Who will you work with? 

You will be part of the Cyber Trust team with more than 50 people in Belgium, exchanging

insights and knowledge, “ensuring a secure IT environment protecting the business

goals”. You will work with our customer’s business and technical employees to capture,



discuss and verify cyber risks. You work on flexible daily basis, on-site at client’s office, at

Devoteam in Zaventem or at home. You will report to your practice manager, who will be your

point of contact for development and career guidance.

Qualifications

We Hire for Attitude and Train for Skill…

The person we are looking for combines the qualities of a good communicator with passion for

the domains of Cyber Security. The more boxes you can tick in the list below, the closer

you match the ideal profile we are looking for.

Technical Skills

Experience in Network Security, Cyber Defense, Vulnerability Management, Security

Architecture, and Cloud Environment

Good understanding of security concepts (Zero Trust Network, CASB, Cloud computing,

SIEM solutions, PKI, DevSecOps, IAM and PAM, …).

Experience with Azure security components, other Cloud Platforms like AWS and Google

Cloud is nice-to-have

Technical skills with Linux and Windows operating systems and scripting languages like

Powershell, Python, .Net, ...

Knowledge of Linux/Unix & Windows OS.

Good knowledge of HTTP, HTTPS, SSL, and authentication technologies.

Be a “geek” in one specific technical domain – can be outside of the ones mentioned here

above.

Development: Java, C++, Python. 

Agile, Scrum, DevSecOps knowledges is an asset

Desired/Preferred Certifications

Master in computer science/Engineer or minimum 3 years hand-on experience in IT and/or

Security with a preference of experience in Azure environments. 

Certifications: Azure Security Engineer, CompTIA Security+, or SANS certification are

preferred. Also industry certifications are considered as beneficial , CISSP, CSSP, CCSK,



GIAC, CEH …

What makes you interesting for us?

You have a passion for Cyber Security, being the basic ingredient of success. 

You have the necessary soft skills set to successfully understand, challenge and translate

the business needs and communicate to the relevant parties with a structured and

methodical approach to problem solving

You have good presentation and writing skills, as you will be expected to brief others on your

findings and recommendations.

You are a team player and have the talent to cooperate with colleagues in in a changing

and fast evolving environment.

You are well organized and work effectively and independently.

You are a self-starter, pro-active and you take initiative.

You are creative, have a critical mind and you like to think out-of-the-box, with focus on

solutions rather than problems.

You are prepared to constantly keep your knowledge up to date, follow trainings or through

self-study.

Customer focus is your second nature

You are fluent in Dutch and/or French and have a good working knowledge of English

What do we offer you?

New colleagues are well supported by an enthusiastic team of experts.

A culture of continuous development: at Devoteam, we provide you with the right

environment to develop talent and expertise: we invest in our people, help them to grow with

the warranty to always use the latest technologies.

As part of our Cyber Trust team, you will constantly be in contact with colleagues to learn

from them and reverse and you will get the opportunity to contribute to the definition of

our Cyber Trust strategy.



Our presence in major companies of telco, public and finance services sectors provides you

with the opportunity of building relationships and skills that will last your entire

professional life.

Additional Information

#techies in our minds, #creatives in our hearts, #change in our DNA.

Why choose us?

Cutting-edge Technology : Embrace the latest advancements in IT and digital

technologies as we constantly innovate to stay ahead of the competition. Our

commitment to adopting state-of-the-art tools and methodologies ensures that you'll work on

projects at the forefront of the industry.

Entrepreneur mindset : We value our people over processes. You will develop and grow

in an agile and ambitious company where it’s okay to take risks, make mistakes and change

plans to find transformative solutions. At the same time, you will learn from the best, building

relationships and skills that will last your entire career.

Endless Learning Opportunities : We value personal and professional growth. Through

workshops, conferences, and certifications, we offer the resources needed to expand your

skill set and reach new heights in your career.

Connect with amazing people  : You will become part of a network of +10,000

Devoteamers spread over 20 countries.

Collaborative Culture : Teamwork is at the heart of our organisation. You'll be working

side by side with a diverse group of IT experts who share your passion for excellence and will

inspire you to think outside the box.

Impactful Projects  : Tackle real-world challenges that matter! From revolutionising business

processes to developing innovative solutions, you'll have the chance to make a genuine and

positive impact on our clients and the community.

Work-Life Balance  : We believe in a healthy work-life balance, ensuring that you have time

to unwind, pursue your hobbies, and spend quality time with loved ones.

Inspiring and eco-friendly workplace : We just moved to an amazing new building. We

believe an inspiring workspace fuels creativity and fosters a positive work culture, allowing our



employees to reach their full potential. The Wings building is also designed with eco-friendly

features and energy-efficient systems. By reducing our ecological footprint, we are

contributing to a greener future and aligning our business practices with our environmental

values. The building is also very easily accessible by public transportation. 

Competitive package  : We offer a competitive salary package with additional benefits like

a company car, smartphone, medical insurance, pension plan, net allowance, laptop, meal

vouchers, etc. We review our salary grid twice a year to ensure we are in line with the

market.

At Devoteam, we combine strong values – respect, frankness, ambition, entrepreneurship

& collaboration - with a fun environment that empowers you to innovate and succeed.

> > > Does all this sound compelling to you? Go for it and click that apply button!

Apply Now
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